The Trimble TDI 600 provides a dedicated, tamper-proof and ruggedized device tablet ensures full compliance with Department of Transportation regulations around hours of service and driver vehicle inspection reporting.

**SOLUTIONS THAT USE THIS HARDWARE:**
- Trimble FieldMaster Logs
- Trimble FieldMaster Technician
- ALK

**Key Features**
- ARM Cortex - A9 dual-core high performance platform
- Connectivity with WiFi
- Robust design with IP67 sealing
- Expandable storage up to 64MB
- 1m drop resistant on concrete
- Up to 8 hours battery life
- Android OS support
- TVG 670 compatible
- Industry standard mount

**Multimedia:**
- Multi-touch screen supports glove and passive pen
- Built-in speaker
- 7'' high resolution IPS screen (1024 X 600)
- IP67 sealing
- Power, volume and mute
**PHYSICAL**
- Weight: 535g
- Dimensions: H133.6mm x W218mm x D16.8/25.4mm
- Display: 7” WSVGA 1024x600 IPS (400nits)
- Touch Panel: Capacitive Multi-Touch Screen, support glove and passive pen
- Platform: ARM Cortex-A9 dual core (TI 4430 1G Hz)
- OS: Android 4.2.2
- Memory: Mobile DDR2 1GB
- Storage: 16GB; MicroSD up to 64GB

**WIRELESS INTERFACE**
- WiFi 802.11a/b/g/n

**SENSORS**
- Ambient light sensor

**CAMERA**
- Front: N/A; Rear: 5M AF with flash LED

**PHYSICAL INTERFACE**
- Built-in Speaker 1.5W x2
- MiniUSB 2.0
- Power, volume up/down, mute
- Camera, P1/P2/P3 function keys

**BATTERY**
- Battery: 4000mAh
- Battery life: up to 8 hours (depends on user case)

**LED INDICATOR**
- N/A, charging status on screen

**ENVIRONMENT**
- IP67 and 1m drop resistant to concrete
- Operating temperature: -10°~+50°C
- Storage temperature: -20°~+70°C
- Humidity: 0~95%, Non-Condense
- Altitude: Operating: 0~15,000ft, non-operating: 0~40,000ft

**STANDARD ACCESSORY**
- Cradle
- Power adaptor with power cord and communication interface

**CERTIFICATION**
- CE/CB, FCC/IC, BQB

---

**About us**
Trimble Field Service Management provides visibility into field and fleet operations so businesses can streamline efficiency and increase productivity. The Field Service Management suite includes fleet management, work management and scheduling, worker safety and mobility solutions that transform the effectiveness of work, workers and assets in the field. The cloud-based portfolio allows Trimble to offer customers industry-specific, enterprise-level solutions for exceptional performance and ease of use.

**Learn more**
For more information on improving field and fleet productivity, visit: [www.trimble.com/fsm](http://www.trimble.com/fsm)

Specifications subject to change without notice.